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Two Alternate Magic Bus Routes Proposed
By Rob Allen

The Facilities Planning Committee met Monday to
discuss the rec~nt rerouting of the magic bus. The
committee members were quick to emphasize early in
the meeting that the current location of the magic bus
stop was only stop-gap treatment of a problem that will
be solved with the conclusion of the campus
'remodeling' that is currently taking place.
During this interim the committee is considering
alternate proposals tor the temporary bus st op now
located behind the old sub. Two alternative stops were
proposed at Monday's mee ting.
One alternative suggests that the concrete dividers be
taken out from behind the PUB to make a through street
rather than the two separate registered parking lots that
are now located at the PUB's rear entrance. With the
commuter bus trip beginning and terminating here,
students could wait inside the PUB until the bus arrival
was announced.
The second suggestion proposed was that the bus turn
around in the old five street intersection located in front
of the Louise Anderson Hall. Two of the five streets
have now been blocked off in preparation for the
construction of the campus mall.

The overall plan for campus facelifting designates that
the permanent bus stop will be located behind the old
sub upon completion of all construction. The blueprint
projects that the old campus safety building, currently
behind the old sub, will be demolished and replaced by a
through street. This street will serve as the bus stop for
the magic bus.

With the busses loading and unloading behind the sub,
plans are being made to remodel the sub harbor area to
provide for a comfortable commuter lounge. Facilities
are .to include a food service area.
Those in attendance at Monday's planning meeting
included Wayne Loomis, director of facilities planning ;
Ken Kennedy, vice president for planning and '
development; Alan Shaw, director of campus safety;
Fred Johns, vice president for business and management;
Walt Zable, director for student activities; and Otto M.
Allison III, student representative and chairman of the
student union board of control.
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Allison told the Easterner that the committee left him
with the impression that any alterations of the current
oncampus bus route would not be changed until
February.
Allison also stat ed that he would be meeting with the
Student Union Board of Control in the next week to
discuss the further use of the Harbor area in the old sub
as a commuter lounge when campus remodeling is
completed.
Allison had called a meeting of the PUB board of
control during winter break to decide on the use of the
games area in the sub for a commuter lounge but at that
time was unable to attain a quarum. He anticipates that
there will be enough members in attendance this week to
conduct business.
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PROPOSED BUS STOP- The proposed plans for the magic bus stop designate that the bus stop at a locatio P
behind the Old Sub. The plans include a small food service area and the remodeling of th e SUB Harbor. The buses
will stop on a street which is yet to be constructed which will run directly behind the SUB .

in th is iss ue ...
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f Iash and th a kid s-f'i rs t f o r e a st e rn

chief dan george-speaker of importance
ik duchess-successor to be elected
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Fu11ding Deserves Study

In a time of budgetary tightness ihere is usually a mad
scramble either to trim expenditures or find additional
revenue. The current efforts of the legislature, however,
show a tinge of sanity.
For years now Eastern students have been paying $1.00
of their tuition to the Alumni Association and 50 cents to
the Associated Women Students ( AWS) without
questioning and probably without knowing.
Now however, the A.S. Legislature is considering
whether this money is being spent effectively by these
organizations and if indeed it could not be better spent
elsewhere.
Currently, proposals for alternate use of these funds
include transferring some of the allotment to the Student
Union Operating fund and some to the A.S. budget.
Both of these moves would seem to be more beneficial to
the students. At this time, the Student Union Operating
Budget is functioning in the "red", and this while students
complain of exorbitant prices and questionable quality and
service in the PUB. Allotting an additional 50 or 75 cents
per student per quarter could improve both the prices and
the service in the PUB by providing additional revenue for
its functioning. ·
Presently Student union operation relies on what profit
can be made frorn the food service und the bookstore and
on the $2. 00 per student per quarter allotment it · now
receives. The last item is the same amount the student
union budget received when it covered the operation of
one building. Now the stuqent union budget provides for
the operation of two buildings but is still dependant on the
same source and virtually the same amount of income.
In somewhat the same situation is the A.S. budget.
Although the A.S. allotment is not as fixed as the student
union operating budget it is nevertheless in a bad way.
Many programs a.nd activities have already been cut and
face the possibility of another cut if enrollment should
drop again. An additional 25 cents per student per quarter
would be helpful.
.
editor ....................................................................................................................................... jennifer davis
However, while these two budgets are faced with
• e ct·1tor ..............................................................................................
.
. rantz
associate
............................... tom
cutbacks, especially serious ones in the case of the Student
· news editor .. .................................. .'.. :................................................................... ............. ............. rob allen
Union Budget, students are still paying fees to
sports editor .......................................... .... ...................................................................................... tom vail
organizations which show few if any tangible benefits to
copy editor ..........................................................................................................................·... karin fladwed
business manager ........................................................................................................................... rich flora
them.

th-e easterner

circulation manager .............. , ...................................... ...... ....................... ............... .................... . dan nohel
photographers ........................................................................................................................... frank hanshe
·
bob simpson
the easterner is printed weekly except during holidays and periods immediately preceding at eastern
washington state college student union building, college and g streets, cheney, washington, by the
,associated students of ewsc. all editorial opinions expressed in the easterner are those of their authors,
where signed, or of the easterner, and do not necessarily represent those of the associated students, the
faculty or administratio of ewsc.
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letters ·to the· editor
.

No Room For Dog
Mr. President, administration,
faculty, staff: "Is you or is you
ain't my baby?"
My fellow students ' and
colleagues, the "Can't buy me
love" generation: "Know the
dove is on the wing."
I s there a liberal in the
house? .... a rose is a rose .... .. .
This is my tale (meaning only
to put my best foot forward):
New Year's Eve was on a full
moon in Cancer transit and of
course some of us salty dogs
experienced some disarray of
domestic order. The year began
weird. But glory to T. A. Edison
and Benjamin Franklin and "we
educate during the times
specified in your "Handout"
(feed - in, oh student
23l6xxx2I339, feed-in) and we
circulate between 6,000 and
7,000 people annually with a
gross gross gross national (as
oppose·d to American, the other
side, . (heaven for bid) Product."
(that's us'n)
"Der ist onlie one ting vor
xertajn", unraveling, revealing a
natural rhythm of knowledge,
oh, Mother Science,
omnipresent, nameless mother,
oh, greater than Kali . Mary;" he
went on, "a product ist a
product, dat ve know!",

I

picking adventures with his
So, the tale begins on New
mother, Mookie, 3 years ago in
years Eve, the New Year, the
New Quarter-out with the old,
Bridgeport; we had watched
in with the new. A knock on the
Mookie give birth to his two
door-"You have to get rid of
other brothers and his only
your dog". A statement. The . sister. Goldie's fate was decided
rules in the lease. A statement.
by a statement on paper (Goldie
Goldie. My son and my father.
doesn't have any papers) as if he,
Goldie, who we "gave away" to
as an animal, had no morality,
move into the Married Students
no basic rights. Goldie, who
Court, (We have a 2V2 year old
wagged his tail as Nancy and I
girl, we both attend classes) to
have made love for 2 years in
be in tune with the college
front of him, who kisses my
atmosphere/
daughter everyday. Well, we gave
environment/organism. Om,
him away to friends in Spokane,
Shanti, om. I love it here. The
but he found my car one day in
Spokane
during the holidays.
skeptics, of course, flately
"Peace
on
Earth, Good will to
(Gallileo was wrong after all?)
Men" time of the year, and he's
demand· demonstrable proof.
been accompanying me to
So try this:
classes,
meeting students,
Today after classes, Nancy,
walking downtown ever since,
Josie, Goldie, and I drove a 1949
and
seems to enjoy Cheney well
Chevy (the state calls it our'nenough
to reside here.
·
you breath the smoke, too, I will
So after I left Goldie guiltily
give you a ride, you can use our
once
again in Spokane, but he
car-"don't follow leaders, watch
found
my wife 3 miles away at
the parking meters"-what I'm
another friends house (a psychic
saying is the car belongs to the
animal)
and is here now with us
people, but I'm driving it into
in
Cheney.
town to buy the "garden's
So tonight driving home via
delight" and I feel weird,
the
Marshall, Fish Lake Road,
worried, "there's a monkey
snow
blizzards swirling out in
riding on my back, been there
the road, moving as wave after
for some time. He says he knows
wave
or cnargmg white steeds
me very well, but he's no friend
of mine .. , Goldie was looking like out of some epic cossack
out the window at Spokane. movie. Even the shadows smiled
Goldie-we had shared apple and danced unlike their usual

angular, straight, mimickry of
cement adventure. I was high,
God was alive, magic was afoot.
And still the '49 Chevy
persisted past the white swirling
sea of horses glistening in the
lamplight's, past the few houses,
marking the way home. And
that's when the inspiration to
write this letter came and and I
felt good all over. And now it's
12:45, Goldie and Josie are
asleep, Nancy's making tea, and
I' m writing this letter to you.
I love my "motel room" at the
court. It's home to Nancy, Josie,
Goldie, and I. We can legally be
evicted. I don't believe the
nature of the "dog" was
considered when the lease was
drawn up . I know for sure I
wasn't considered as a real
whole, natural person. Goldie'
signed no lease and I did. I
respect the truth in the lease and
live in peace and love. I don't
feel right about leaving our
home. I can not decide Goldie's
fate. I love him too much. I
respect his love for me. We have
had NO personal complaints
regarding Goldie's nature or
presence. He has made friends
here at Eastern. He hasn't read
the lease. I guess he doesn't
know any better. I want to end
prior to any further
melodramatic overtones. I want

to rea .ch you. Any
correspondence regarding this
letter mailed to us will be
helpf:µl. It may even be an act of
love (God, to some of us) . .
Love to you,
Whitey, Nancy, Josie, Goldie
Bowsky No. 9 Married Student
Court EWSC

Spurs Thanked
Dear Editor:
I would like to express my
appreciation to all members of
the Spurs for their help during
the recent registration and
add-drop period. Their friendly,
helpful att.itudes and very
capable assistance to others have
been most worthwhile. The
students here at Eastern are
fortunate to have their
de die a tio n and interest in
1
sup porting a major college
operation. In providing the
many hours of work for no pay,
they hav e significantly
contributed to the total college
program during a very tight
budget situation. My sincere
thanks to them all.
Sincerely,
Donald G. Manson,
Registrar.

I
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Washington · Tax Structure:
Editors Note: The following is the first in a series of
articles· on the Washington State tax structure. The tax
system is expected to come before this session of the
Washington State Legislature.

Eileen Meconi
SEATTLE:
An examination of the tax .,,.., ucture supporting
Washington state soon reveals a very startling
conclusion that the structure is irrational, archaic, and
a definite hindrance to state economics.
The question seems to be not what is wrong with taxes
in Washington, but what is right.

'Inequitable '

Retired couples and older people often must watch
·their income disappear while property taxes on t h e
homes they have spent years paying for, skyrocket.
Ultimately, of course, they will be forced out of their
homes in one of the saddest of the examples o f tax
inequities.
·

The state gathers a little over half of its 4.4 billion
dollar budget (1971-1973 biennium) through taxes. The
main sources of revenue include the sales tax and the
property tax, which are given up by the consumer; and
the business and occupation tax (B&O) and inventory
tax, which industry pays.
·
None of these, however, fulfill any of the three
essentials of a "good" tax-equity, the taxation of all
citizens and businesses fairly; adequately, the ability to
raise enough money to support the state; and flexibility,
the ability to sway with the economic climate of the
times.
Consider the equity factor. Since the ,sales tax hits the
consumer hardest in such areas as food and clothing, aijd
since the higher your income, the fewer items you will
buy which will be taxed, poor people pay a much greater
percentage of their income in· taxes.

Industrial taxes faee the same charges of inequity and
unfairness. The B&O tax, for example, is collected in
prolJC)rtion to the volume of trade a company does
without consideration of the amount of profit it makes:
Such a tax saps the energy of firms which have high
turnover rates but do not profit very quickly from each
business deal. Situations of companies paying large B&O
taxes while losing money, and conversely, of companies
paying minimal taxes while raking in money hand over
fist, are frequent.
ECONOMIC DIVERSITY

The tax discourages economic diversity , an ec0nomic
must for post-Boeing Washington. New firms, which
need to build a reputation before operating full swing:
can be taxed to death before they get off the ground.
Distributive firms, with their heavy volume-low profit
ratios, are finding the B&O prohibitive. Many have
moved their locations out of state to Portland for
example, even if they would prefer staying in
Washington for other reasons. This has been the case
with such gargantuan firms as General Foods, Armour,
Pillsbury, and Quaker Oats, as well as many smaller
firms.
Finally., the inventory tax c·a n be seen as inequitable,
or at least insane. Again, the fact that this tax is
unrelated to profit is the source of its weakness.

A family with a $3000 income, for example, will spend
about 85% of its income on taxable goods while a family
with $50,000 will spend only 25% of their income on
A Boeing representative recently told the Governor's
taxable items. Thus the effective tax rate for the former ..
Committee for a New Tax Policy about an inciden t
is nearly three times that of the latter. Clearly this makes
when
Boeing was to be taxed for a group of airplanes
.the sales tax a regressive tax, as it places more of the
which
were sitting in their hangers, unsold. To avoid
burden of tax costs on those people least able to support
enormous inventory taxes, the planes were flown to
it.
.
Kansas where they could rest in peace. lnciden tally the
If the sales tax discriminates against the lower income
transfer lost many jobs for Washingtonians.
people on a daily basis, property taxes often
Other industries, ~uch as the lumber business, also face
discriminate against lower income people who have
stiff
yearly taxes whether their ability to pay has
invested their money in long-term property.
increased or decreased, simply because their product is
One hundred years ago, land was the measure of a
presently in storage.
person's wealth and thus a good basis for taxation. The
INCREASING BURDEN
property tax still reflects this orientation even though
Meanwhile, as taxes become an increasing burden for
now, the wealth of most citizens lies more often with
the average citizen and for business to meet, government
the salaried ositions which they hold.
')·
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faces severe shortages. The tax structure is proving not
up to the task of providing adequate amounts of money
for spiraling costs, for indeed, it is cost ing the
government more money each year just to maintain
present levels of ~overnmental services.
First of all, inflation hits government harder than.
private economy. The goods and services purchased by
the state and local government between 1965 and 1970
increased 5.8% annually, in contrast to the 5.3% regular
consumer raises.
In addition, there are· n ow . more citizens than ever
before to support. Washingt on's growth rate for the past
ten years has been . about 13.3% while the national
average has hit about 9.5%. Each percentage point
represents a need for increasing (at least quantitat ively)
existing services. T his cannot be done without adequ ate
tax support.
Finally, one must keep in mind t hat the yield of tax es
is roughly proportionate to the economic activity. Thus,
the state recession has certainly added, or emphasized,
our taxation woes. At a time when the most am ount of
money is needed t o bring Washington to its feet, there is
less money collected through taxes.
That it is true that the present t ax structure has not
been able to keep up, can be explained in terms of t h e
last principle of taxation-flex ability. The combined tax
struct ure has what economists call an " elasticity" of .9
That is, for every ten dollars more a citizen makes, only
nine is taxed. T his huge gap figures into our policy for,
as the populous g e t s riche r, the states gets
proportionately poorer.
The Stanford Research Institute, who did an
independent study of Washingt on's tax structure,
projected that with no major expansions of tax-financed
programs, state and govern men t costs would still rise to
$4.8 billion by 1980. The revenue raised t hrough t he
current structure would only rise t o $3. 9 billion.
It should be clear by no w th at the tax structure under
which we labor is at a significan t disadvantage in all
areas. The lack of connection between ability to pay and
tax burden is a dangerous one.
Comparatively, the Washington tax load in relation to
the income of its residents is a nice n ational average.
Nearly half the states have heavier loads per capita;
nearly half lighter. But the trick is that Washington taxes
are heavily consumer oriented, even in business taxes.
The result is detrimental t o all concerned.
NEXT WEEK: Interviews with King County Assessor
Harley Hoppe.
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COMPETING FOR .THIS YEAR'S TITLE - The contestants for · this year's IK Duchess are, f~oni left,
Mary McCormick, Marla Martin, Karen Dobbins, Kathy Morris, and Panda Ferranti.
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HELP WANTED!
'

$100.00 WEEKL V
possible addressing
mail for firms!
Full and part time
at home! Send
stamped self-addressed
envetope to:
BLABER CO.
Box 12459
El Paso, Te~as, 7991 2
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POSIT ION#3

PO SITION#9

LAST YEAR'S WINNER - Janet Eggar holds the trophy sh e wAB
awarded last year as she won the title of IK Duchess.

The GROOVE
& SHUTTER
4 20 - 2nd Cheney

THE PLACE
TO GO FOR
PHOTO
J STEREO!

WE TA KE TRADES
ON PHOTO EQUIPMENT!.
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'Flash'Freaks Fans

By Tom Rantz
The fifties were never like this! Like man, nobody bee-bopped like
they do today.
"Flash Cadillac and the Continental Kids,, put on a concert Friday
night that was, to say the very least, totally unlike anything Eastern
has presented before. It was like nowsville daddy.-o.
For example, of the following, pick as many as you would expect
to see at a "typicar' Eastern concert.
A) great gobs of. gooey grease
B) big bad brawny boozers
C) perverted, poisoned pot puffers
D) beaucoup breaking beer bottles
E) free-flying female flappers
F) drunks and dopers dancing deliriously
G) all .of the above
If yoli picked G, as in "Gee whiz, it can't happen here," then you
are absolutely right, because 'all of the above were present at the
concert. Can you dig it, cool cats?
Flash and the Kids provided the music and the excuse for letting
go, and the spectators did the rest. The group played to a house that
was packed and loaded. Please note that the last sentence is not
redundant!

EXHIBITING HIS INSEAM - Spike gets it on as he assumes a rather expre~ive pose, one of many that
was displayed during the concert. (Pictures . courtesy of the New Kinnikinick, Eastern's quarterly
magazine).

The crowd was definitely "up" for the performance, and showed
many signs of enthusiasm as they twisted terrifically, boogied
bravely, applauded avidly, cheered and jeered the band on madly.
The music was made up strictly of "boss tunes" of the fifties, and
the fans went crazy as Flash and the Kids plowed through such
famed pop standards as "Teen Angel", "At the Hop", "Rock
Around the Clock", and "Tell Laura I'Love Her".
It took too much applause and a standing ovation, but the fans
brought the group ba..;k out for a good seven-minute encore.
There are reports that the concert offended some, but the vast
majority seemed to enjoy it immensely. The offcolor humor, crass
jokes, crudities and other unorthodox activities were accepted with
the music and seemed to prove one thing. The people in attendance
were just healthy, normal, red-blooded American kids who were out
for a good time and who still believe that "rock and roll is here to
stay."

SUCH A LOVELY AUDIENCE-The fans were definitely ready to
have a good time, and with the aid of various alcoholic beverages,
several scattered cases of marijuana smoking and who--knows,,what the
spectators enjoyed a high time.

THE FANS WERE ON THEIR FEET - Footloose boogies joined

>

. 1,

with the twist and made for an interesting accompaniment to Flash
and the Kids.

SCUBA

NEED
FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE?

DIVING

taught by,
SPOKANE SCHOOL
OF DIVING

WHY NOT LOOK INTO
' THE AIR NATIONAL
GUARDI ONE WEEKEND PER MONTH - 15
DAYS ACTIVE DUTY
PER YEAR! PRIOR
SERVICEMEN MAY
QUALIFY FOR $1000
OR MORE IN BENEFITS
PER YEAR! If Interested

NAUI Certified Course
10 WEEK COURSE
Thurs. even. 7 - IO pm
Y.W.C.A. Spokane

All equipment furnished
FREE with course starting Jan. 27.
Call YWCA or Tony Lucas
234-6741 in Spokane!
.

..

.

· Call Sgt. Reed
T_
E 8-8391, Ext. 33

.

c ·HENEY AUTO PARTS

...
4NAPA~
...,

Home Owned ancl Operated

DAILY SER VICE
ON
SPECIAL ORDERS
IF AVAILABL.l !

Carl and Gar,

235-6268

"Your

Napa
JoW,e,
ts The
Right Place
To Go"

,

IT CAN'T HAP.PEN HERE - No,
he isn't singing--check the
picture more carefully and you 'lJ
notice he's consuming what
appears to be contraband; an
alcoholic beverage!!

I

NO SKIN NO WIN - The rules
for the twist contest made for a
very exciting exhibition, one
that will long be remembered by
Eastern fans of exotic dancing.
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Jan. 19th:
A.S. something different film,
"End of August at Hotel
Ozone." (GP) 3 and 8 p.m.,
PUB, 25 cents with college ID.
"Coyote" tickets, PUB ticket
desk.
Stevens, Duo Piano, 8: 15 p.m.,
music building recital hall.
Today at 7 p.m. is the last day
to audition for "Adaptation" by
E. May. and "Next" by T.
McNally in Showalter
Auditorium. For more
information, call 9-241.5 (1-2
daily).
IMC Film Series - "Metropolis";
Jan. 19th at 2 p.m. in Patterson
1126; Free. Fritz Lang directed
this famous, expressionistic
vision of a struggle between
management and labor in a city
of the future. Filmed in · 1927,
"Metropolis" is 93 minutes in
length.
· Jan. 20th:
"The Woman's Film" will be

-

shown at a Women's Liberation
meeting. The meeting is
scheduled for today at 8: 00 p.m.
at 5 1 0 Villiard in Cheney.
(So~ry, but women only.)

•

The Circle K Auction will be
held today from 6 to 8 p.m.
They have many books,
clothing, jewelry, glasses, etc. It
will be in the Multi-Purpose
room of the PUB.
A.S. Miniconcert, "Coyote" in
the Sub Harbor, at 8 p.m.. 50
cents.
IMC Film Series, "A Night at tl.Je
Opera," 12 and 3 p.m. in
Kennedy Auditorium, Free. The
Marx Brothers are at their peak
in this satire on pomp
surrounding the grand opera. ( 93
minutes).
IMC Film, "The Castle," 3 and
7:30 p.m. in Patterson Ilall. This
movie focuses on the central
drama of our time-the
purposelessness of modern man
and the incomprehensible "law"
which denies his freedom.

the doctor's bag
b.y Arnold Werner
QUESTION: What can you teU me about the effect of caffeine, long
term or in high dosage? I hate coffee passionately, but have often
felt the need for something for drowsiness early in the morning or
during a long lecture. Last year I started taking occasional No-Doz
which contains 100mg of caffeine but found it didn.t have much
effect. Now I use Vivarin which contains 200mg of caffeine plus
some other stuff. I find that I need three or four of these things to
restore alertness when I really need it.
ANSWER: You are pushing yourself into a caffeine toxic state.
Caffeine is a complex chemical which is a mild central nervous
stimulant and has some alerting affect for most people. Coffe, tea,
cocoa and cola drinks all contain caffeine. To give you an idea of
how 'm uch you are taking, a cup of coffee contains about 100 to 150
milligrams of caffeine. The same is true of tea. A twelve ounce bottle
of cola contains about half that amount. Because of the means of.
preparation, instant coffee generally contains some.what less caffeine
per cut than the fresh brewed variety.
Among the very significant side effects that can result from
overdosing yourself with caffeine (either from coffee or as you are
doing it) are rapid heart rate, duodenal ulcers and cigarettes, the
nicotine will serve to enhance the side effects previously mentioned.
You may also notice some general twitchiness. This is the result of
the over stimulation of.muscles by your central nervous s stem.
If lethargy is such a problem, your best bet would be to drag
yourself over to your physician with that complaint. If your body
checks out all right, perhaps he or she could suggest some good
people around who work with heads.

Paulette Miller, Graduate Piano
Recital, 8: 15 p.m. in the Music
Building Recital Hall.
Jan. 21:

A.S. Minic<:mcert, "Coyote" Sub
· Harbor, 50 cents at 8:00 p.m.
WASHPirg Dance, 9-1 2, Sub
Harbor.
"Coyote" tickets, PUB ticket
desk.
James Whitmore "Will Rogers
U.S.A.," 8: 15, Showalter Hall.
Basketball with O.C.E. at
Monmouth.
Jan. 22: ·
A.S. Weekender Movie, "Funny
Girl," 8 p.m., PUB, 25 cents.
Basketball with Eastern playing
Central at Central.
Jan. 22:
Scarlet E will present an all-day
basketball officiating elinic
starting at 9:30 a.m. at the
Fieldhouse. The clinic will
provide rule interpretations,
changes and new officiating
techniques. A written and a ·
practical test will be provided
for those participants who wish
to obtain their official basketball
ratings. Th.ere will be a
registration free of 50 cents for
students and $1.00 for adults. If
you wish to know more about
the clinic contact Virginia Asan,
Women's Physical Education
Department.

A group ot' students lS passing
Contemporary Issues Series · around a petition to protest a
7:30, in the PUB, Free.
decision of the Park Board in
Spokane that would charge a fee
ANNOUNCEMENTS
for use of public swimming
facilities. The money from the
Theta Chi Upsilon fraternity is fees would be used as revenue for
happy to announce that they the City of Spokane.
The students initiating the
have accepted two new pledges,
petition
wanted support from AS
Jerry Howe and Pat O'Donnell.
They will be voted on as as we 11 as other campus
members when their pledgeship organizations. They need about
is over. They must obtain a 2.0 3,500 signatures for the petition
or better grade point and have a to be effective.
An announcement was made at
favorable vote from 7 5 percent
the
meeting that a Drug
of the current members to be
Coo.r;-dinating Council will be
acccepted as new members.
organized in Spokane. The group
is
charged with the responsibility
On Jan. l 0th the Theta Chi
Upsilon fraternity installation of conducting anti-grug campaigns
Bang uet was held in the and helping drug users in
Spokane.
Marigold Room. Installed as new
A St udent Advisors Council will
members were Jim Wallingford,
be
part of the group and
Pay Hayes, Steve Schalock, Dave
interested
students are urged to
Clinton, and Ray Hoff. Formally
attend the organi.z ational meeting
announced at this dinner were
the elections of Pay Hayes as on February 1, 3:00 P.M. at the
Meil tal Health Building. Any
Secretary, Jim Wallingford as student who attends will be
Treasurer protem, and Steve considered a voting member of
Schalock as House Manager. Jim the council.
Wallingford and Pat Hayes were
appointed p nblic relations
W-2 earning statements are
officers. In attendance at the
now available in Showalter 318
dinner besides active members
for a 11 co Hege-employed
were Mrs. Nichols, the house
students. Af ter Jan. 3 1 these
mother, and Dr. Morganstern,
farms will be mailed to the
the house advisor.
various studen1:s.

. Jan. 23:

"Funny Girl," '8 p.m. in the
PUB, 25 cents with I.D.
Harlan Henderson-Frank Trujilo,
Voice Recital, 4 p.m. MBRH.
Jan. 24:
A.S. Art Sale, January . 24 to
February 4, in the Union
Gallery.
Basketball - Away - Western at
Bellingham.
Jan. 2S:
Chief

Dan

Geor_ge.!

A.S.

TELEVISION RENTALS
·sALES & SERVICE

----QUESTION: A year ago I gave up taking birth control pills. Now I
am back on them again with no adverse affects. The problem is this:
One of my friends told me that the pill can only be taken for a total
of five years. Is this true or not?
Is there anything else I can use beside the pill which would be just
as effective? I have never tried anything else. I don't know if this is
worth mentioning, but I only see my boyfriend about every three
weeks as he goes to a different school.

ANSWER: There is no · evidence suggesting that the pill should be
taken for a specified total number of years; women have used them
for a considerable length of time with no signs of adverse effects.
The normal pattern of usage of the pill appears to be one in which it
is not taken continually, as had been your experience. The decision
to become pregnant, a change in sexual activity, or other events
usually interrupt the use of this contraceptive. Of the very large
number of women who participated in the original field trials of oral
contraceptives in the late 1950s, a bare handful are still taking the
pill.
The crux of the issue appears to be whether the use of the pill is
indicated when a person is sexually active as infrequently as you
describe. Many physicians, this one included, would suggest that
· alternate forms of contraception be explored in situations where
intercourse occurs infrequently. For instance, your boyfriend can
use a condom and you can use a contraceptive foam such as Delfen.,
This combination is extremely effective, has no side effects, and is
inexpensive. As well, these materials are available in any drug store
without a doctor's prescription.
Another possibility is the use of the diaphragJi. This method is also
highly effective when used as directed. An examination by a
physician is necessary to obtain a prescription for a diaphragm. Does
your college health service offer contraceptive services? Try them if
they do, or try Planned Parenthood or a private doctor if they do
not.

*9" U Diagonal Measure (38 sq in)
*High Fidelity picture tube
*High impact plastic cabinet
*Retractable carrying handle
*High performance frame

1)a,t/eMtl, ~ ett
RENT THIS SET
FOR AS LOW AS
$6.00 A MONTH I

·9" B&W THRU ·18"
COLOR AVAILABLE
RATES FROM. $6 MONTH
TO 19.95. A MONTH
· •FIRST 3 MONTHS ·
MAY .AP·P LY _TO PURCtlASE1 ·
•wE SERVICE RENTAL SET·s .
.
"FREE .OF ·cHARGEI. .

TOWN & COUNTRY .TELEVISION,inc.
W·. 33 FIRST AVE

· PHONE: . 235~&122·

• I
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Leg. Discusses AWS, Alumni S
Only 11 out of 19 members of the money request was granted with a male students pay $2.00 a year to
Associated Students Legislature vote of nine to om~.
the Union while women pay only '
attended the second meeting of
A bill that would refund $1.50. This is because the
the quarter. As 13 members are students' money if they decided organization of Associated Men
needed . to pass constitutional not · to be a member of AS had Students was dissolved and no
amendments, three amendments been discussed with Roger Reed, money goes into it. The money
had to be postponed until this Assistant Attorney General for
that would be transferred would
Monday when an emergency the State of Washington. It was
amount to approximately $5,000
meeting was held. The brought out that AS has no
per quarter.
amendments had to be passed by authority to pass such a bill
This bill was voted down.
the legislature before they could because the money paid by
A similar bill was introduced
be placed on the ballot for the
students for tuition belongs to the that would reduce the Alumni fee
general election which will _be
State of Washington.
of $1.00 per quarter to 50 cents
held in two weeks.
In other business of the meeting, and the other 50 cents would go
The legislators present approved appointments made by President
a Chess Club request for $102. The John Allen to the Student-Faculty to the Campus Volunteer Bureau.
It was felt that the Alumni
money will be used for a chess
Rela·tions Committee, the Finance Association does not need a full
tournament to be held at the
Committee, and the Student dollar from every student every
University of Washington.
DOING A BOOMING BUSINESS - Campus Safety has recently
Welfare Committee were approved
One legislator, Torn Miller unanimously by the legislature. quarter. The bill was sent to the init,iated a more strict policy of towing away cars, so illegal parkers
(On-Campus), felt that the An appointment to the AS Student W.elfare Committee for beware; the car you lose may be your own!
legislature should not grant Superior Court was approved by a review.
money for food since, he said, vote of six to four.
"They'd have to pay for their own
Under the heading
new
f o o d here , any way . " Vice business, a bill was brought up
President Jim DeWalt argued that would transfer the Associated
against this position by pointing Women Students' fee of $.50 per
new art
blocks are keeping with an
By Teresa L. Ryan
in the gallery of the
out that AS sends other quarter to the Student Union
artist's
concept of "truth to the
You are invited into the artist's
building.
organizations all over and they Operating Budget.
medium," as expressed by Dr.
studio. Come and see Penline
The showing began January
don't have to pay for their food.
The budget for the Student Drawings: Maine and Other
Thomas. The art department
6th, and will run through
"I think it's being hypocritical to Union is currently running in the
asked for a relatively unfinished
Landscapes, ·the first scheduled
January 28th. The artist, Connie
make them pay," he stated. The red and part of the reason is that exhibition for 1972 and the first
building to correlate with or
Smith, teaches at the Denver
complement its creative nature.
extension campus of the
The art building is only one
University of Colorado, Boulder.
part of the total creative arts
She spent a summer sketching
Operating Budget would better
second bill would provide that
The Associated Student
complex. The music and
landscapes
in
Maine
and
in
benefit
from
a
7
5
cent
-per
50
cents
of
the
present
$1.00
Welfare Committee is presently
speech-speech correction
Canada. Theses penlines are Miss
student per quarter increase
allocation to the Alumni
considering two bills which, if
departments are already using
Smith's "visual tools" that she
Association go to finance the
rather than the 50 cent proposed
their buildi~gs·. T.he art
passed, would take the money
carries back to the studio, her
increase.
'
Campus Volunteer Bureau. The
female students now pay to the
department began operating in
The Student Welfare "personal shorthand" from
remaining 50 cents would still go
Associated Women Students
its new facilities this quarter. Dr.
which she paints wall size
Committee has been instructed
to the Alumni Association.
(AWS) and the money that all
Wayne Loomis, planning and
canvases.
Dr. W. ·Radford
by the legislature to study the
According to Karin Fladwed,
students pay to the Alumni
development, illdicated that the
various proposals for Thomas, chairman of the art
an A. S. Legislator, AWS is
Association and divide it
final inspection for radio-TV will
department, commented that
reallocation of the A WS and
currently supporting the Campus
between the Student Union
be this week, so the department
Miss Smith's penline sketches are
Alumni fund monies and to
Volunteer Bureau in addition to
Operating budget, the Campus
could move in the latter part of
report back at the legislature's ''a good exhibit for art
sponsoring various other
Volunteer Bureau, and the
the quarter. But it will probably
meeting tomorrow. The Welfare students," for t)ley show the use
activities.
Alumni Association.
do so between quarters.
of preliminary drawings as a first
Cammittee wiJl meet today at
Pat O 'Donn.ell, an A. S.
Currently $1.00 per student
Likewise, the drama department
step toward painting.
Legislator and one of the
3 :00 in the PUB.
per quarter of tuition goes to
will probably move in during
The art department tries to
sponsors of the bills, admits that
Alternate proposals to be
support the Alumni Association
spring break. With the new
there is a question as to whether
considered include the bring in work by outside faculty
and another 50 cents from
creative arts complex nearing
for exposure • to its students.
the Campus Volunteer Bureau
Allocation of 7 5 cents to the
women students supports the
completion, there will also be
should be a student or
Student Union Operating Upcoming are paintings and
AW S. The 'bills under
more classroom and office space
administration sponsored
Budget, 25 cents to the Alumni collages by Tom Fawkes
consideration would change this
available
in the buildings vacated
organization.
Association and returning the 50 (University of Oregon), March
allotment. 0 ne bill would
by
the
art,
drama and radio-TV
14 - April 6, and three
In addition, Otto M. Allison
cents from AWS to the
completely eliminate the 50 cent
departments. After appropriate
111, chairman of the student
Associated Students Budget. In sculptured pieces, reproduced in
fee for A WS and this money
remodeling,
next September
this instance, A WS would retain Playboy magazine, .by Frank
union board of control, feels
would go into the Student
these
buildings
will become new
the status of a campus Gallo, May 2 1 - June 12.
Union Operating , Budget. The that the Student Union
homes for a few departments
The gallery's function is to
organization and could receive
that are presently "floating."
serve as a display area. Less
funds from A.S.
However, even if the legislature obvious but serving a similar
does pass the bills proposed or function, are the concrete walls
some alternative the Board Of of the studios, hallways and
Trustees must still give their offices. Colorful paintings
The Pence Union Display
will be placed- on permanent
approval since these funds are
produce a unique effect
Gallery will be the scene of the
display in the meeting rooms,
state
monies.
contrasted
against stark
first Annual Associated Studen ts
dining rooms, lounges and
A SUISIDIAltY OF MAltSHALL fllLD & COMP.ANY
concrete.
But
the concrete
Art Sale which will be ·held Jan.
offices of the PUB.
24 through Feb. 4.
Students entering must
The purpose of the sale is to
understand that they must sell
provide an on-campus out-let for
their work if it is selected by the
any Eastern student to display
panel.
' f
and sell his art work.
Items not selected may be sold
~
The Student Union Board of
to the general public, if the artist
(J,
(}ft
;;;,
Control will appoint a panel to
wishes. Anyone wanting to buy
select three pieces of art that the
a painting will be referred
Associated Students will
directly to the artist.
A FORMAL SHOWING
pur<;hase. The A.S. will make a
All entries must be entered,
OF BRIDAL
$125.00, a $100.00, and a
framed and ready to hang at the
AND
$75.00 purchase.
Pence Union Information Desk
TOUSSEAU FASHIONS
The three art pieces which are
by Friday, January 21 . Selection
purchased will be the be,inning
of purchases will tak e place on
SATURDAY,
of a permanent collection of
January 24. Pieces not selected
Eastern students' paintings,
will then be available for public
FEBRUARY 5,
drawings, and sculptures, which
sale.

of

First Art EXhibit Showing

AWS, Alums May Lose Money

A.S. Will Buy Art ·

PROUDLY
PRESENTS

PQJJSENTS: -

'' ,t,

t6't'f

lDIME NITE,
WEDNESDAYS.,

1:00 TOIO:OOP.M.

Interview Class Set
A job interview. workshop has
just been instituted at Eastern to
aid students with their
interviewing skills and
techniques.
This workshop will run from
Jan: 24 - Jan. 25 at 7:00 in
Room 225 of the Speech Center.
The following is a tentative
outline of what the program
entails:
'
January 24 :
l. ex c hanging interviewing
concepts and techniques
2. short mock-in terviews for
analysis

3. various handouts on job
interviewing
4. sample resumes.
January 25:
1~ participant role-playing
interview situations
2. audio video recording of
some interviews for self-analysis
and improvement exercises.
The workship directors are
Forrest Ams den, placement
officer for arts and sciences, and
Noel White, assistant professor
of in ter p e r so nal a nd
organizational communication.

Professionalism
is a Personal ThingSo Our Service
is Pe rsonalizedl

CITY DRY CLEANERS
322 First St.
CHENEY

(1) Emergency Service

Only Y2 Day!
(2) We put. sizing back into
all garments!

3:30 pm

The Crescent
Apple T,..-~e

,.

DOWNTOWNSIXTH FLOOR
TICKETS MAY BE
OBTAINED IN THE
BRIDAL SALON OR
YOU MAY REQUEST
THEM BY PHONE,
TEmple 8-3311
Extension 260
.,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _..___ __

_

..,J
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Aid App Iications Due Soon

Financial aid officers at eastern·
Washington State College estimate
that the cost of attending EWSC
for the 1972-73 academic year will
be $1,921 for a single resident
student living in college facilities.
This is an increase of $138 above
the estimated CO$t of attending
EWSC during the current (1971-72)
year, which is $1,783.
The estimate includes fees,
tuition, room and board in
residence haUs, and an allowance
for books and incidentals.
Additional fees and tuition are
chargedout-of-statestudents.
To help overcome the cost of
attending college, financial
assistance is available to students
- whose family income cannot
accommodate college costs,
Kenneth Dolan, EWSC financial
aid director, said.
In applying for most financial
assistance at EWSC, a parents'

confidential statement must be
filed with the College Scholarship
Service, Berkeley, Calif. by Mar. I,
1972.
Certain requiremertts must be
filled · by students who are
considered independent of their
paremts. The independent student
must verify that there was no
parental financial a&Sistance
·during the previous year, that he
was neither a tax exemption on
his parents' income tax nor a
resident in the family home
during the year previous to his
application for financial
assistance.
Entering freshmen and transfer
students should complete
application for financial .aid by
Mar. l, 1972 and no.later tha~ J~ly
1, 1972, Dolan said. Contmumg
students and former students
should complete applications no
later than July I. .

Applications received after Jul~
1 receive consideration only if
funds are still available.
Funds are available at E~SC
through academic scholarships,
National Defense Stude~t Loans,
educational opportunity grant
programs, college work-study and
federally insured student loans,
Dolan said.
Other assistance is available
through the law enforcement
education program, the nursing
student assistance program,.
emergenc y loans, student
employment procurred through
the EWSC financial aid office and
graduate fellowships and
assistantships.
'

Teachers N -eeded

~:o~!c!:m~.~c:,!g.ographlca,eashadan

be greater than the demand in
many teaching areas this year,
Ramond M. Giles, Eastern
Washington State College
placement director, said in his
office's placement report for the
year from Dec. l, through Nov.
30, 1971.
Of 595 persons who received
provisional teaching certificates,
5 64 also received education
degrees from EWSC and 35, who
had degrees from other colleges,
received teaching certificates only.
The EWSC placement bureau
reported that 251 students
received teaching positions in
Washington State and 83
out-of-state, for a tot,al of 334.

FOr M u N

n d On es I•a Ch Osen

•

Twenty Eastern students are all delegates must meet i~ Feb.15,
currently involved in the Model when all policy statements must
United Nations Seminar, or Social be turned in. In a policy
Science 498.
statement the delegate states his
This MUN class is taught by country's position in accordance
Doctor Ernst Gohlert on a with various committees.
pass-fail basis with students Indonesian delegates will be
receiving 3 credits for the course. serving on five of these
An additional credit is secured if a e om mittees. These committees
student is selected as a delegate involve problems in economics,
f6r
the MUN in Seattle this South African ai,artheid, human
The EWSC Outdoor Program · vacation.
environment, criminality, and
Spring.
The students who went on the
may be the answer to your hilting
Grand Canyon trip left De..cember
and camping needs.
Eastern students have been Palestine refugees_.
This program rents sleeping 10, planning to explore the canyon assigned the South Asian country · In addition to the policy
bags, back packs, tents, stoves, itself. Their plans changed of Indonesia this year. Dr. Gohlert stat e men t s , all delegates are
lanterns, snowshoes, and other however, when they were mentioned, "I've sent letters to required to turn in resolutions and
necessary camping gear. Any confronted by a foot and a half of the Indonesian delegation at the to learn the various committee
United Nations to get drafts of rules. Delegates to the MUN have
equipment may be rented from snow at the canyon.
Instead they hiked to Titus their· present policy statements." a language of codes and letters
the A.S. office Monday through
Friday to any EWSC Student with Canyon in Death Valley, where He went on to add that in this while in committees. If a delegate
they did some spelunking. Their way delegates can more accurately feels he has been offended by a
I.D.
The program's pur"pose is to give trip lasted until December 23.
represent their assigned country. fellow delegate· he stands up on a
EWSC students the opportunity
Tentative plans are now being
·students are now compiling C-24, or right of reply. To adjourn
for wilderness experiences made for a beach-hiking trip on
the meeting a delegate rises under·
including back-packing, hiking, the Vancouver B.C. coast during bibliographies on Indonesia. A a C-27, The chair is exceptionally
United Nations library is currently
water sports, and mountain spring break.
being
set up for the benefit of the strict and refuses to recognize a
climbing.
These outdoor program
delegate until he rises under the
This recreation program was . sponsored trips are open to any MUN delegates. The first deadline right number.
initiated last fall :and is spqnsored
EWSC student and are led by
and subsidized by the AS. A.S. either Bruce Murray, head of the
has sponsored many student program, or by students who are
excursions and field trips involved in the program.
including a winter survival trip last
This winter or spring quarter
winter, a canoe trip to Priest Lake
A.S. hopes to offer workshops in
and a two-week hiking trip in the mountain climbing which will be
Grand Canyon over Christmas followed by short climbing trips.

Outdoor Program
Serves Students'
Camping Needs

SKIP
Off.

CAMPUS
CHENEY

INTO SPEAKERS . . .
_
... OMNI-DIRECTIONAL SOUND."

Ca 11 for Free Demonstration {
REPRESENTATIVES,:
DAVID THIES
RICHARD THIES

P.O.
BOX 1101
SPOKANE, ·wN . .99210
PHONE:
~A 4·5638,

Notice
Tickets for the James
Whitmore Show for students,
faculty and Cheney residents are
still available from the ticket
outlet in the PUB. Student
tickets are free with a college
I.D. Other tickets are $1.50 for
adults and 50 cents for children.

-FAB
SO's
SALE

STILL ON!

THORSON
FOR
Off.
CAMPUS
CHENEY

FOR

"THE MUL Tl-FUNCTIONAL PRODUCT
CHANGES WALLS, FLOORS & CEILINGS

•
•
The next meeting of the MUN
seminar will include a general
discussion and rundown on the
history of Indonesia. The class is
currently in the process of
researching the culture and
government of Indonesia, in this
way students will learn about the·
various factors that are involved in
Indonesia's foreign policy.

BOB

SMYSER

INTRODUCING ...
The Audio Transducer

over supply of applicants in most
teaching areas," Giles said. ''Those
candidates who could not or
would not move from oversupply
geographic areas has a difficult
time securing suitable positions."
While some education graduates
found other types of positions,
others entered the military, went
on to school or removed
themselves f10m the job market
for other reasons.
"We have 143 candidates in the
s t i 11_10 o k i n g o r
no-current-information category,"
Giles said. "Of these, 63 are
holding for the Spokane area and
39 are holding for some other
specific location.

POSITION #3

POSITION #9
.

(THRU 1/22)

~RANOLA
PRODUCTS
10% OFF!
~SANDPOINT
CHEDDAR
Mild

84cllb.

·Medium
Sharp

86c/1b.
89c/1b.

OTHER GOOD DEALS TOO!

·1he DAI RY DEL l I
111 F. St.

.

INTRAMURAL & WOMENS
VARSITY SKI TEAM MEETS
-

TONIGHT

- WED., JAN. 19 -

7pm - flELDHOUSEI

* INTRAMURAL RACE - GIANT SLALOM
FRIDAY, JAN. 21 - MT. SPOKANE

*

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE RA CES
JACKASS - FEB. 4 & 5
SCHWEITZER - FEB. 25 & 26

*

NASTAR - RACES AT MISSION RIDGE:

WE NEED INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED SKIERS
TO fill A 10 PLACE (MAN) T~AMl

,
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSA R~!
.
TRANSPORTATION, MEALS, LODGING AND ENTRY FEES PROVIDED FOR AT MEETS...
MEN INVITED ON AN INTRA MURAL BASIS
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-'Players Confidellt' Acclaims Krause As Savages
Embark To Confronts OCE
Central
And
WesternkN
'
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By

Tom Vail
Sports Editor

Krause Faces Toughest Weekend
Enthusiasm and pressure continues to build on the
Eastern campus as the Savages await their most crucial
weekend in Coach Jerry Krause's five-year tenure.
The EvCo season is yet young but all hopes to be in
Kansas City in March will be on the line this weekend.
There are many items the Savages would like to resolve
starting Friday night. Among them is the task of avenging
three defeats from last campaign, a costly one-pointer to
Oregon College and two close ones to Central and Western.

MARK SEIL
Superb Performance

It is never easy to win on
the road but the Savages
have picked up six of eight
so far this year. Friday
,night the Savs will face a
very deceptive pack of
Wolves at Monmouth. OC
played Western even in the
first half Saturday before
collapsing. The Savs will
. undoubtedly have their
. hands full in the early going
but Krause's crew with
abundant desire and depth,
mostly the latter, should
make the Wolves their
eleventh straight victim.
Saturday night Ellensburg
will be the place of battle
between the wounded but
perennial EvCo champs and
the Savages. The Wildcats

likely will not participate in any post-season action this
year because their material does not come close to
touching that of Eastern and Western. Krause should be
able to wear the Cats down with his frequent subing due to
Nicholson's lack of depth. Western edged the Cats
Saturday 81- 73. Providing the Savs get past OC and
Central the strategic minds of Chuck Randall and Krause
will collide in Bellingham to decide who is the real EvCo
power.
Playing only about two-thirds of the game against OT!,
Mark Seil put on an all-around superb performance that
must be rated as one of the best individual efforts if not
the best performed this year. Seil in his first year from
Tacoma CC tallied a career high of 30 points but also drew
high praise on his defensive play. Seil and his backup man
Mike Hopley were given the rigorous assignment of
con faining high scoring Mel Farris. With excellent
execution Fa"is was held to six points and Krause
commented on the performance, "The effort by Seil and
Hopley was the best combined defensive performance on
a"'V' team I have coached. "
'the scene is set with the Savages winning 10 straight and
a 12-2 record, averaging 104 points while allowing 79
points in league, the machine is rolling smoothly and the
players and coachers are confident so Western- watchout!
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This Week's Gam~s
FRIDAY- EW et oce. eoc et cw,
¥t~c :r Jc?r?w~~vi~t.Y-EW "1 cw.

By Jeff Jordan
Easterner Basketball Writer
How does a basketball team
feel that plays the school that
knocked it out of the conference
championship last year on
Friday night, Saturday faces
defending conference
co-champion and district titlest
Central Washinton, and Monday
meets unbeaten, I 0th ranked
nationally Western
Washington-all on the road?
"We're confident and
anxious," says Jerry Krause,
·head coach of the Eastern
Washington Savages winners of
·ten straight, including three last
week. Tuesday the Savages
downed Gonzaga University
7 8- 7 5, they ripped a good
Southern Oregon club I 04-86,
Friday and Saturday got it on in
the second half for I 08-84, win
over Oregon Tech.
The key road trip of the year
begins Friday when the Savages
travel to Monmouth, Oregon and
meet the Wolves of Oregon
College. The Savages were tied
for first last year when .the
Wolves gave them the knock-out
punch 104-103, it) the
Willamette Valley city.
"The team remembers what
happened at Monmouth last year
and our players will have no
trouble getting up for Central,"
Krause volunteered.
The Wildcats, not the power in
recent years, still are a dangerous
ball club especially in their noise
machine at Nicholson Pavilion.
Led by their All-American Rich
"Handshake" Hanson, the Cats
stayed even with Western in
Bellingham until late in the
second half.
Bill Chatman a fine outside
shooting guard, averages over 22
points a contest for Central 5-6
on the season and 1-1 in EvCo
play . Savage fans making travel
plans to· the Windy City sh ould
note gametime is 7:30 varsity
and 5 : l 5 for the freshman
contest.
lf the Savages survive the two
important weekend con tests
they will put undisputed first'
place and an unblemished
conference mark on the line
against the preseason favorites
Western Washington. The
Vikings 12-0 on the year are
currently tenth among NAIA
schools in the national poll.
The Viks' are strong,

extremely physical and stress
defense. The team is almost
identical. to last year with the
exception of guard Tom
Bradley, l~st years most v~luable
player 1n the Washington
Community College Conference.
Bradley will no doubt face his
old nemisis Mark S~il, Easterns
defensive standout, and Mike
Hopley. Seil and Hooley
~
combined for 40 points against
Oregon Tech and held Mel
h
Farris, the lea?ing ~corer in t e
Northwest to six pomts.
At center will be big-Ru~y
Thomas. The Savages will
counter with confidence in
center Dave Hayden, the leading
rebounder in the conference and
intimidating on defense.
Two things hurt the Savages
the most in their two losses to
Western . Gary White and lack of
depth. :White, 6-4 high scoring
forward, sparked both wins last
year. Transfer and· defensive
standout Larry Meeks wiJJ

-----------....;.-8SU Tourney Sat.
The Black Student Union of
EWSC is hosting the BSU
Basketball Tournament, to be
held this Saturday night in the
fieldhouse starting at 6:00 p.m.
The four team tournament will
have . teams from Whitworth,
Gonzaga, Fairchild Air Force
Base and EWSC competing.
Three games will be played
with .the winners of the first two
games vying for th e
championship. Trophies for the
first and second place finishers
will be awarded.
The cost for the tournament
will be one dollar. .The dollar
will also admit the spectator to
the record hop proceding the
tournament. The record hop will
last till 2 :00 a.m.
All proceeds from the
tournament and record hop will
go towards the upcoming Black
Week, to be held in April.

r

TROPHY PRESENTED In tr amural Director Jared Fors
present,s the Warm-Up Basketball
Tournament trophy to Cookus
representative Sturges ..
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for· Shoe Repair
& other
LEATHER WORK.
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MADDUX CLEANERS & TAILORS

$
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probably get the assignment.
Depth is a problem of the past.
The Savages have forwards
Meeks, SteveHook,RandyBuss,
Mugs Mulligan, and Eric Davis
and. stability in their guards in
team leader and playmaker
Darryl Harris, Dave Kautz, Seil
and Hopley.
The weekend will be exciting
to say the least.
Interesting highlights of last
weeks games included the record
setting performance by Hayde,n
with .f8 rebounds, a new school
record. Seil had a career high of
30 points against Oregon Tech
and seems to have gained a loud
and boisterous foil owing. After
each of his baskets or recoveries,
the fans chanted SEIL , SEIL'
SEIL.
Also singled out by Krause
were Hook who had outstanding
floor games against the Red
Raiders and the Owls and
Mulligan who rebounded well.

. '11

4 POUNDS CLEAN ONLY{
'
(You Presa)
...
.
Let us Clean, Spot and

Expertly Presa Your Better Thingal

.
CHENEY DEPT.
STORE
415 - 1st
235-6511

We Also Feature • UPHOLST~RY· DRAPERY & RUG CLEANING I

MADDUX CLEANERS & TAILORS
(Next to Goofy's)
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Funds Lacking,.

future Darkens for
Eastern Swim Team
By Mick Mellor

With both financial problems
and the lack of interest by the
student swimmers, the men's
swimming team is in danger of
being dropped this year.
A! the first of the season
fifteen men truned out for the
swim team, but now, according
to swim coach Clair Foley, only
four swimmers and one ~iver
remain.
Foley feels the small number
of remaining swimmers would be
of little competition to other
colleges and be both
embarrassing to the swimmers
and Eastern .
The financial reasons plaguing
the swimming team is centered
around the administration trying
to cut the money. budget and
BOB MAPLESTONE
this hurts the swimming program
Seeks Second Title
and the need for swimming
equipment.
Another problem, in the
competition swimming program ·
is the hard time in keeping
swimming coaches after one year
Eastern distant star Bob ·at Eastern. There have been
Maplestone will be in Kansas
three coaches in the past three
City this Friday and Saturday to
years and Foley feels this has
defend his NAIA indoor mile
hurt the swim squad because of
crown. Maplestone afso
the different programs of each
presently holds the outdoor
coach.
titre . At Se a ttle this past
A new concept in the
weeken~ Maplestone finished
swimming team program is being
second to Bill Short from the
designed by Dr. Anderson.
University of British Columbia,
Anderson's concept would be to
clocking 4:09.8.
reorganize the , swimming
Making the trip with
program into an over-all aquatic
Maplestone will be Dewayne . program.. This program would
Bowles participating in the 60
stress competition among
yard dash. Bowles was third at
individuals and different
Seattle.
colleges.
Nci.w track coach Gerry Martin
Un tij this . new concept is
will accompany the pair.
proposed to the Board of

Mapl~stoneTo
Def.end Crown

VARIOUS EVENTS OFFERED - Every Thursday night is "Fun
Night" for women. Event~ offered are basketball, badminton and
volleyball.

lntra111ural
Events Are
.
Abundant For
Wo,nen
Each Thursday night, from
6: 00 to 8:00 p .m., intramural
activities selected for the women
at Eastern are being offered.
Under the direction of Ann
Beeman, women's intramural
director, basketball, volleyball
and badminton are being offered
to all. women students, women
faculty and faculty wives.
The women's intramural
basketb~ll program has 1 2 teams
signed up. There will be two
. leagues with a championship
game at the end of the women's
intramura l basketball season.
All women are invited to come
to the fun night for women in
the Fieldhouse and are especially
urged to join the basketball team
leagues. Deadline to join in the
basketball team program is
tomorrow.
At last weeks " ladies night",
there were seventy women who

participated in the intramural
acitivities.
Intramura l bowling begins
today and tomorrow but there is
still time available to enter. To
participate in intramural bowling
either call Cheney Bowl at
2 3 5 -6 27 8 or the intramural
office at 359-7926.
Starting this. .Friday at 1 : 00
p.m., intramural skiing will begin
at Mi. Spokane.
Sign up sheets will be available
in the PUB today and tomorrow
from 10:00 a.m. to 2 :00 p.m.
for all skiers interested in
participating in intramural
skiing.
All persons who sign up are to
come to the intramural office
Friday morning to pick up their
racing placement numbers.
Persons who do sign up have the
opportunity to get one half price

Directors, Dr. Anderson will
recommend that the present
men's swim team be dropp~d till
more financial aid is available
and more participants are
interested, according to Coach
Foley.
If the men's swim program is
discontinued, Foley feels that
there may be no competition
swim team at Eastern for men
for some years to come.

Men's Gym Team
ff as Rough· Start·
The E.W.S.C. Mens' Gymnastic
Team has usually done quite
well in the past..
This year, depending mainly
on the strength of four returning
lettermen, they are off to a ·
rugged sta~. The Savages are the
losers of two dual meets
(University of Oregon and
Oregon College of Education)
and placed 3rd in a three-way
meet with Washington State
University arid Central
Washington State College.
The next conference meet for
the. E.W.S.C. Squad . will be the
Evergreen Conference
Championships, January 29th, in
the fieldhouse. Coach Dennis
Lazzar says "we should do well
in this meet (against Central and
O.C.E.), · as Eastern has
traditionally· fared much better
at home."
Students are welcome to·
attend these meets, and all
support given to the team will be
greatly appreciated. Coach
Lazzar has guaranteed that top
quality gymnastics will be seen
at all meets.
The following mee·t on
Fabruary 11, will give followers.
an idea of dual meet
competition within the
conference.
The t op performer to date for
the E.W.S.C. Squad is Chuck
Hohner who has scored 9.05 in
long horse vaulting. A score of
8.0 is considered necessary for
national collegiate competition.
Hohner has been over 8.0 every
time this year.
The four lettermen are:
Hohner, Don Freeman, Ken
Suemori, and Max Vercruyssen.
Other t eam members include
Scott Noble , Art Ogo, Paul
Pugh, John Rees, Rob Tagg, and
Don Walsh, all of whom are
fi;eshmen.

NATIONAL CHAMPION HERE FRIDAY - Craig Skeesick, Central's
defending NAIA National Wrestling Champion at 134 pounds, will
wrestle Eastern's Tony Byrne tonight. Skeesick is looking for
another national title and a possible shot at the Olympics. (Photo
courtesy of CWSC infonnation).

National Champion Central
Faces Savs Here Friday

chair lift tickets for the
intramural skiing event.
Intramural basketball for men
finished its first week of
competition this past week. Over.
60 teams participated in the first
week of competition.
The basketball action, tough
and competitive, will last till the
end of the month when the
championship will be decided by
the top finshers in the two
basketball lea es.

Eastern's wrestling squad faces
the challenge of the 1971
N .A.I.A. National Wrestling
Champions this Friday night
when they compete against
Central Washin gton State
College.
· The dual meet, in the
Fieldhouse at 7 :30 p.m., will be
highlighted by Central's 197 1
N. A . I. A. National Champion
Craig Skeesick, who wrestles at
l 34 poun,h:.
Last Fnday night saw the
Savages r un into stiff
comp et it ion against Western'
Washington's wrestling squad.
The WWSC squad, a top
contender for the Evergreen
Confere n ce, wrestling title,
o utclassed the Eastern squad 3 7
to 3.

"7'u 1flee,'4, Speaael"
16 oz. Sudden Beauty ··spray --69~
reg: 99C

4 o~. Jergen!i Hand lotion --49t

For Rent

reg: 69C

3 oz. Right Guard •• 53~

1 Bedroom & 2 Bedroom.
Apts & Duplex Units for
Sharing Students, Many
Units have All Appliances
tncluding Washer & Dryer.
Carpeting in All Units. Call

CHENEY

REALTY. Inc.
235 · 6191
401 · 1st St.

Although the score w.:1s
lopsided, wrestling coach , Curt
Byrnes said that many of the
individual matches were very
close and that Eastern has .to use
six freshman because of injuries
and illness to varsity wrestlers.
Coach Byrnes felt that the
Eastern squad had a much
stronger team than what was
shown against Western. But
inexperience and loss of
momentum were the problems·
incounte:r:ed by the Eastern
wrestling squad.
Although losing to Western
Friday night, the Savage
wrestlers bounded back to
defeat Oregon Technical
Institute 27 to 19 Saturday
night.

reg: 79¢

OWL

PHARMACY

.._____________________

-'-~-~_

120 F SJ.·
Ph. 235-4100

.

..
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Sloraska Talks 01 A ·s saulls
Frederic Storaska was born in
1 9 4 2 in BI o o ms burg,
Pennsylvania. While attending
North Carolina State University,
be changed his major f.rom
chemic a 1 engineering to
psychology. His interest was in
abnormal and social psychoJogy,
- which led to his involvement in
the problems and .solutions of
juvenile delinquency. His
research took him to New York,
Washington and several southern
cities where he found a
knowledge of psychology and
Karate invaluable elements in
establishing a rapport with
juvenile delinquents.
One evening in the faff of
196 3, Frederic Storaska
witnessed the asault of a young
girl by several boys. He fought
off the assailants, but not before
the girl was seriol.!sly injured.
With this incident imbedded in
. his memory~ Storaska traveled to

several universities seeking
information on assaults.Little or
no research had been initiated
on assaults. After discovering
this inadequacy, Storaska set
forth to devote his complete
resources and energies to
understanding and solving the
problems or' assaults on men,
women, and children. In
November of 1964, Storaska was
invited to present a program on
"Assaults on Women" at a
private girl's college. Twelve
weeks later in a court trial for
rape, a young girl testified for
the prosecution that her life had
been saved by the information
she received when attending
Storaska's lecture.
In the past five years, Frederic
Storaska has lectured to almost a
quarter of a million students at
over 2 OO co 11 e g es and
universities in 36 states. On Feb.
7th and 8th, he will be lecturing

at EWSC sponsored by ESWC's
Associated Women Students.
Monday night at 7:30 in the
PUB multi-purpose room, he will
be lecturing on "To be or not to
be Raped - Prevention of
Assaults on Women". Tuesday
afternoon at 2:00, he speaks on
"Sex and Surviving the Dating
Situation". Both lectures are
free.

C

Orr.e cilon

An incorrect statement was

jHE

made in the last issue of
EASTERNER (Vol. 22, No. 11 .
Jan. 12, 1972). In the sto~n
the Shelley Young f nd
("Shelley Young Fund M nies
To Help Students In Need")° it
was mentioned that ·the fund is
being set up to benefit "all
students of various racial
groups." The fund however~ set
up to benefit black students
exclusively.

·o oode:' Quality I~ Important'
Emphasizing his talk with the
quote, "There ain't no free
lunch anywhere", br. William J.
Goode, prominent sociologist,
~iter and lecturer, spoke on
"The Need To Reorganize
American Society", in Showalter
auditorium, Tuesday.
Dr. Goode, professor of
sociology at Columbia,
explained his view th.at
.. everything we do costs us in
some way and because of the
problems society now faces we
need to re-think what we are
doing to see if our actions are
worth what they cost us.

Listing the six specific areas
that presently challenge all of us
as being giantism, war, pollution,
poverty, racis'm, and sexism, Dr.
Goode stated that our approach
to these subjects must change in
the next generation or we face a
bleak future.
Giantism, or worship of the
need for a continuing higher
gross national product is a false
god according to Dr. Goode. We
must reevaluate our ideas to see
whether we really want more
goods or better quality in what
we have . .There are not enough
world resources for us to

Whitmore Apes Rogers
Film actor James Whitmore will The commentaries in Whitmore 's
depict one of America's most presentation of the gum-sewing
beloved humorist-observers when sage are as contemporary now as
his one-man show ..Will ·Rogers, they were in the 1930's, critics
U.s.A/1 appears Jan. 21, at 8: 15
say.
in Showalter Auditorium.
Whitmore, nominated for an
Will Rogers kept his audiences Academy award for his role in
laughing back in the days of the "Battle Ground" has appeared in
Ziegfield Follies, vaudeville and !Ilany top films. On Bro.a dway he
Wild West shows. Movie and TV received the coveted .Antoinette
actor Whitmore will do the same, Perry Award for his performance
according to drama critics and in "Command Division". He has
audiences who proclaimed the also starred in his own series on
show a hit last season when it TV, including "The Law and Mr.
appeared in Los Angeles, San Jones" and most recently "My
Francisco and Chicago.
Friend Tony".
. Rogers, the Oklahoma cowboy,
The show is presented as part of
who became a star by drawling his EWSC's Artist Series.
witty observations about
Tickets are available free to th·e
politicians, presidents and people, students who present EWSC I.D.
to audien_ces all over America, was at the PUB ticket desk prior to
killed in an airplane crash in 1935. the performance.

,,

•

KEWC Back
On The Air

TO BE SPEAKER HERE- Chief Dan George will be at Eastern on Jan ..
25 to answer students' questions about .Indian affairs and to . speak
about West Coast Indian folklore.

Chief Dan George
To Be Here Jan. a ·s
By Leilani Williams

Chief Dan George, figurehead for Indian tribes in the Northwest,

will come to Eastern on Jan. 25th. Students recognize Chief George
from his performance in "Little Big Man" which won him an
Academy Award nomination. He has made several appearances in
Ame·r ican television dramas.
At 10:30 a.m. on Jan. 25th, Chief George will answer students'
questions concerning Indian affairs. The question and answer period
will be held in the Longhouse, located at 5th and C in Cheney. All
students are invited to attend.
An Indian pow-wow will be held in the PUB at 7:00 p.m. the same
day. This will involve the best dancers and singers. from the Nez. · ·
Perce, Spokane, Colville, Kalispell, and Coeur d'Alene tribes. The
pow-wow is open to all students.
After the pow-wow, at 8:00 p.m., Chief George will speak to the
student body about West Coast Indian folk lore, philosophies and
poetry. Chief George has gained a favorable reputation as ·a public
speaker, according to Serb Jones, executive coordinator of activities.
This speaker is the first in a series that the Associated Student
Body is sponsoring this quarter. On Feb. 28th, ex-Senator Albert
Gore will be the featured speaker at Eastern.

Comic, Serious Films Offered

This week, the Liberation Union
and Worn en's Liberation will
co-sponsor The Woman's Film. It
will be shown on Thursday, Jan.
20, at 2:00 in Patterson Aud.
information sent should call (1024), and is free of charge.
Rap-In. They should give their
THE WOMAN'S FILM: Winner
name and that of the recipient, First Prize Inter-Film Festival,
the message and its destination, Berlin.
complete with zip-cope and
"THE WOMAN'S FILM .. .is a
telephone number. Messages to ripe eyeful and earful of personal
servicemen should include rank testimonies and interviews that
and seriel number of recipient.
brook no nonsense ... "(New York
Times)
"Finally, a film by, about and
for women... THE WOMAN'S
KEWC AM & FM, is now on the FILM is political without the
mystifying
air, after reorganization from usual
rhetoric
...
,feminist
without being
several station log mix-ups, which
shut down the station halfway anti-male ... The women
through last fall quarter. The interviewed are not the women
station _will carry a 24 hour you will see, as as rule, fn a
format, except it will sign off at women's liberation
6:00 A.M. Saturday morning, and demonstration, ... they are poor
return at noon Sunday. "It was and working class women with
just too _diff.wult to fill weekeruL problems that have to do with
time slots." said FM Station thelr- everyday existences."
Cineaste
Manager Sam Smith, ''The film has a well-paced
KEWC can be received at 89.9
MHZ (FM) and 665 KHZ (AM), rhythm, good graphics and
·w ith the AM reaching Peirce, photography, engaging music and
Dressler, Dryden, and LA by cable a touch of humor that holds it all
only, and the 10 watt FM station together and makes it work." (San
Francisco Chronicle)
reaching clear into Spokaqe .

Afflateurs Relay Messages
Throughout the United States
amateur short-wave radio
operators communicate daily. The
messages frequently contain more
than idle conversation. Radio
operators perform a service. They
send personal messages, free of
charge, where ever asked and for
whoever asks them. The EWSC
Amature Radio Club now offers
this service to Eastern Students.
The Amatuer Radio Club
receives messages from various
parts of the country every day.
The members relay the
information to other parts of the
Northwest and deliver news to the
Spokane area. At 5:30 each
eve~g they send messages, if
asked. ·
.
Communications can be sent to
_ _ _-...,. .parts of America (North and
South), parts of the Middle East
and Africa, and to American
servfcemen anywhere in the
l. world.
.
- / The clud has been offering this
service since last Spring, but not
many people know of it.
S{ucients wishing to have

continually strive to have more
and we must examine our lives
to determine our real needs.
Sweden, Norway, and Denmark
are less concerned with the need
for a higher gross national
product and the people there are
happier, Dr. Goode, says.
Worship of war deprives this
co·u ntry of millions of dollars
that might otherwise be used for
the solving of problems of
pollution, overpopulation and
poverty, Professor Goode stated.
The probelms must be solved by
the people, determining how
they want ~olive and then seeing
themselves not as isolated,
nationalistic units but as fellow
citizens on the planet Earth, he
emphasized.
Problems of racism, and
sexism, defined as woman's role
in world affairs, must be faced
with new thinking by all the
people of the world using all
their insight, executive power
and energy or the quality o(our
lives will deteriorate, Dr. Goode
believes.
Expressing his optimistic belief
that we can reorganize American
society, Dr. Goode asserted that
we must all be part of the
movement, enlarge our scope of
thinking and consider everything
we do in the light of whether
what we are doing adds to the
quality of human life.

The IMC, in conjunction with
other departments of EWSC, is
provjding a film series for the
publi~, to enrich the academic
program of the college, as well as
to assist students in acquiring a
critical awareness of good films
according to Ms. Sue Wallace,
Audio-Visual Librarian.
The list of scheduled films are
as follows: ·
Jan. 20 "A Night At The Opera"
(Marx Brothers) 12:00, 3:00 &
7:30, Kennedy
Jan. 20 "The Castle" (KaJfka)
3: 00 & 7: 30 Patte,son
Auditorium
Jan. 27 "The Magnificent
Am bersons" (Orson Welles)
12:00 & 7:30 Kennedy
Feb. l "Faust" (Goeshe) 3 :00 &
7:30 Kennedy

I

Feb. 3 "Day of Wrath" (Carl
Dreyer) 12:00 & 7:30 Kennedy
Feb. 8 "The Bedford Incident"
( Rascovitch) 3 :00 & 7:30
Kennedy
Feb. 22 "Tristana" (Burnaal)
7:30 Kennedy
Feb. 24 "Zero For Conduct"
12:00 & 7:30 Kennedy
March 2 "Long Day's Journey
Into The Night" (O'Neill) 12:00
& 7:30 Kenn~dy
March 6 "Ikiru" ("To ·
Live"-Kurosawa) 7:30 Kennedy
Also, the IMC expects to get
ahold of .other films of worth
and will schedule them in the
Focus. Admission is free.

Notice
Curious about the winners of

the various Flash Cadillac prizes?
Check the stores in Downtown

Cheney, the winning numbers
are posted in the participating
stores - sorta like a scaval)ger
hunt.

"
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Tax Committee AQrees On Recommen·dation ·
"The constitutional efimination of excess levies on
property for the maintenance and operation of schools
was recommended by the Committee For a New Tax
Policy today," committee chairman, Mayor Robert
Anderson said.
After three months of meetings, the 74 member
committee reached final decisions on proposed
recommendations to be presented to the state legislature
next week.
The committee has agreed to the constitutional

•

..,

t

committee unanimously recommended a graduated net
income tax, and a net corporate income tax.
"To provide tax payer protection," committee director
Mary Ellen McCaffree stated, "a 5% maximum was
placed on the state sales tax." The committee also
agreed upon a constitutional ceiling to be placed upon
the state income tax.
.
On January 26, the committee will have an
opportunity to discuss their proposed new tax policy
with their state legislators in Oly~pia.

elimination or reduction of taxes including the
following:
l. Elimination of sales tax on food and prescriptior.
drugs at the point of sale.
2. Elimination, immediately, of the inventory tax.
3. The reduction of state business and occupation tax,
the maximum not to exceed 0.25%.
In order to replace that revenue lost, without
increasing the total tax dollars paid in the state, the

In our Advanced Course the n1onthly subsistence allowance has just been increased. Fron1 $50 to $100. -.
One hundred dollars every n1onth for 10 months of t~e school
year. To spend on roon1 and board, dates and ball games. ~
To save for grad school.
But Army ROTC means a lot more than niore
mbriey. It~eans management and leadership experience that
you just can't get anywhere else. The kind of thing that can
land you a better job, and move you along faster once you
get it. It means a comn1ission as an officer and everything
that goes with it. The prestige, the pay, the cl1.ance to travel,
the experience.
Now ROTC looks
even better. For the n1oney
you'll earn today. For the person
you'll be tomorrow. See your
.,
Professor of Military Science,
or send the coupon for
. ..
....
•'/,,,,,
.
...
. .
information.
,..,,.
Army ROTC.
,..,"",..,,.' ~
-···
The more you look ·a t it,
.,,,/
the better it looks.
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Army ROTC
P.O. Box 12703

Philadelphia, Pa. 19134

Tell me more about this course
that pays SI OO a month .

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

//'ii',

.

/

.,,,,

..

..,..,/ ··

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CitY----'----'County - - - - - -

I'

.;;·//
,' ,'

_,.,.-/

Slate _ _ _ _ _ Zip

College attending - - - - - - , - - - - - - - -
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A.S. ELECTIONS
7:00 AM • 7:00 PM
TAWANKA COMMONS..
J.F.l. LIBRARY
PENCE
·
U
.
N
ION
BUILDING
you
to
choice
don't make . it, that is in itself
.

.

.

~

''When

have

·make · a

and

a choice'"

William James.

SAMPLE BALLOT FOR A.·S. PRIMARY ELECllON

,::

. 19 JANUARY· 1972
VOTE FOR YOUR DISJRICT ONLY
/'

Legislative Position No. 3 (Chene~)
..

Cl
CJ

Pat Hayes
Skip Smyser

t:J

Dick Philmlee

UNITED STATES PRESIDENTIAL POLL

Legislative Position No. 9 (Cheney)
Cl
Cl
C)

D ·

VOTE FOR ONE ONLY IN EACH PARTY

,. Democrats ·

Terry Stratton
Mike Donovan
Frederick Jones
Bob Thorson

CJ
0

George McGovern
George Wallace
E) Edmund Muskie

Legislative Position No. 12 (Cheney)

D Henrt Jackson

0

D James Wallingford
D Jim Boley
D ·Doug Sienknecht ·
D ,Otto Allison 111
Legislative Position No. 7. (Campus)
D

D

Randy Morse
Charles T. Sealy ·

D

Jennifer Davis

D

D
D

Ted Kennedy
John
Lindsay
I
Eugene McCarthy

CJ

Hubert Humphrey
Vance Hartke
Sam Yorty

D

Shirley Chisholm

CJ

· Republicans

Legislative Position No. 10 (Campus)

D

Richard Nixon

D

Kur Maunu
tom Rantz

[j

Paul Mccloskey

CJ

Bruce Ellis

CJ .John R.

D

Ashbrook

· Legislative Position No. 16 (Campus)
'

D

~el Addington

0

Lindsey N. Johnstone

I,

·

Legislative Position No. 4 (Spokane)
CJ

Cl

Legislative Position No. 8 (Spokane)
CJ

Charles

J.

Knotts

Legislative Position No . .11
Cl

(Spokane)

Jeff Riddle

Legislative Position No. 17 (Spokane)
I,

CJ

.

(Paid Advertisement)

John Poppy
(Paid Advertisement)

(Paid Advertisement)
;
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